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Objective
Chimera aims to understand how the network properties of
redundancy, diversity, and independence effect resiliency;
particularly availability of system elements. These properties
must be measured in a scientific manner and the second-order
effects of these properties must be understood.
For example, the diversity of a network topology may be
improved by installing components from different vendors.
However, one component may be measurably superior to
another. Therefore, diversity may introduce additional
vulnerabilities that actually decrease the resilience of the network.

Approach
Given infinite resources, any network can be made resilient.
The challenge is to make a given network resilient enough with
limited resources.

The Chimera team is cross-disciplinary, and includes computer
scientists and molecular biologists. Drawing inspiration from
both fields, we have designed and executed network simulation
experiments in CORE (the Common Open Research
Environment) from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.

Achievements
• Modeled reference architecture in CORE
• Developed an inexpensive, rapid proof-of-concept
environment that can be used by any ARC project for
experimentation
• Consulted with domain experts (digital archeologists, graph
theorists, and others) to build a strong cross-disciplinary
foundation
• Integrated with other ARC projects
• Is ready to conduct scientific experiments.

Impact
The original hypothesis of Chimera was that a physical network
could be reduced to a graph, and that common graph theory
techniques (such as k-connectedness) could lead to insights about
network resiliency. Multiple instances of the same physical
network may be used to fulfill very different missions. A loss of
functionality at any layer of the traditional OSI model on the
same physical network could have very different consequences
for each network. Therefore, more than just the network
topology must be considered when designing a resilient network.
The modeling environment that Chimera has developed can
be used as a proof-of-concept framework to scientifically validate
individual elements of ARC-related theories and research.

ABOUT
The Asymmetric Resilient Cybersecurity Initiative
Researchers at PNNL are delivering the theory,
processes, methodologies, and algorithms that
will enable a resilient cyber infrastructure with an
asymmetric advantage to thwart adversaries who seek
to infiltrate and damage our national security through
digital means. This exploratory science in Laboratory
Directed Research and Development effort is made
possible by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
through funding provided by the U.S. Department of
Energy.
For more information on the science you see here,
please contact:
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Future Work
The Chimera project’s raison d’etre is its capability to efficiently
model a topological features of systems and validate or invalidate
specific elements of resiliency theory.
Remaining work includes qualitative measurement of arbitrary
metrics, and developing scientifically sound experiments to
validate or invalidate individual elements of resiliency theory
across all of the ARC Initiative projects.
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Developing a method to measure key metrics such as
redundancy, diversity, and independence is critical in
asserting a design preference for network devices,
topologies, protocols, or missions.
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